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A. Executive Summary
Rationale
The main goal of this document is to present the results achieved in the framework of the Acton
Group 2. On one hand, it summarizes the SWOT analysis carried out during the second and third
interregional workshops about the Thematc Area “Outside-In Innovaton” of the project. On the
other hand, the report provides a descripton of the policy analysis carried out during the In-situ
visits organized in the framework of the Acton Group 2.

Expected Outcome
The Final Report elaborated by the Acton Group 2 will serve as a basis for the fnal Acton Plan of
each partner, by providing details on how lessons learned in the implementaton of the good
practces can be improved while implementng the good practces in other regions.
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B. Members of Action Group 2
Acton Group 2
Partners involved: All
Coordinated by: FRRB & CAL

C. Good practices presented during 2nd and 3rd Workshops SWOT analysis
Title of the good practce
The Open Innovation Platoom of Lombaody Region
Name of the organizaton in charge
Finlombarda S.p.A.
SWOT Analysis performed during the Worsshop
Strengths



Public engagement
Easy dialogue between the Policy maker
and
the
territorial
innovaton
communites

Weasnesses



Opportunites


Establishing collaboraton and create
networks with other regions and
projects that go the same way

Development of efectve tools took
longer than expected;
need to re-calibrate several tmes the
language to keep up with the shif in
mission
Threats



We were among the frst but we do not
expect to remain alone in exploring this
new approach to open innovaton
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Title of the good practce
Hacking Health chapteo Milan
Name of the organizaton in charge
Cluster Lombardia Life Sciences – Bicocca University
SWOT Analysis performed during the Worsshop
Strengths










Connect
stakeholders
(healthcare
professionals, patents, developers,
engineers, investors, etc)
Allow these communites to meet in
person and exchange by hostng year
round events
Facilitate collaboratve acton and
project implementaton – this is made
possible through the strong connectons
now established between partcipants
and partnering insttutons & companies
Fosters diverse minds and perspectves
Potental to stmulate afliated enttes
More than hundred products and spin
of companies have been created over
the natonal events of hacking health
Presence of advisor able to create the
bridge between knowledge and market
needs
Helps to improve functonalites of
devices for patent use, improve care
management and self-management

Weasnesses





Opportunites




Partner with other organizatons to
enable collaboratve acton which act as
catalyzers: design days, ideathons,
hackathons,
design
challenges,
cooperathons.
Help
organizatons
transform
themselves so they generate ideas,

Limited experience organising it within
the frame of the Cluster Lombardy
Science
No measures implemented by the
regional government in 2015-2016 to
tackle the main topic of this good
practce
Needs big funding to organize it

Threats





Funding dependence on sponsors
Gap between hospital and medical
approach to problems and the
introducton to a soluton of diferent
competencies and technologies
Lack of private investment to organise a
long series of chapters
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design solutons, implement projects,
contnuously innovate
Platorm that enables pitching new
realizable ideas
Startng point for start ups
Easy market uptake of the solutons
ideated

Title of the good practce
Health Innovation Platoom
Name of the organizaton in charge
ACIS, Health Knowledge Agency and Galician Public Healthcare System.
SWOT Analysis performed during the Worsshop
Strengths






Fosters & inspires innovatons
Interdisciplinary team involved know the
needs of patents and professionals
Share experience and learn good
practces
Open innovaton
It does not involve extra costs

Weasnesses






Low
implementaton
(generates
discouragement)
Barriers to development of some project
proposals
Lack of tme for professionals to think &
develop new ideas
Lack of communicaton
Resistance of professionals to change

Opportunites




Synergies and complementarity
A structural tool to implement structural
improvements
Detects real needs of patents

Threats



Strategies changes
Organizatonal changes in the system

Title of the good practce
FOOD & HEALTH: InnoFood – Inconsumeo – Inclusilveo poojects
Name of the organizaton in charge
Galicia Food Cluster – Cluster Alimentario de Galicia
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SWOT Analysis performed during the Worsshop
Strengths



Research capabilites of RDI system
Fosters & inspires innovatons

Weasnesses




Opportunites



Boosts compettveness
Diversifcaton, diferentaton and add
value to our food products

Limited marketng capacites of SMEs
Limited collaboraton of distributon
wholesalers
Low access to market
Threats




Barriers to development
Lack of funding/investors

Title of the good practce
PRIS
Name of the organizaton in charge
ACIS, Health Knowledge Agency and Galician Public Healthcare System.
SWOT Analysis performed during the Worsshop
Strengths




Budget for validaton and “proof of
concept”
Contact of health professionals with the
Market (laboratory-market)
Multdisciplinary
teams
working
together (legal advice, Civil Service &
Public administraton, etc.)

Weasnesses





Opportunites




Bring solutons that are in the laboratory
to the market
Solve real problems of our system
Create stat ups and licenses

limited connectons with internatonal
partners
Long development tmes
difcultes fnding private investment
Staf specialized in diferent departments

Threats




New technologies without regulaton
Politcal changes to the commitment to
the program
Legal environment of the health system in
Spain
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Title of the good practce
HEALTHY SAXONY
Name of the organizaton in charge
HEALTHY SAXONY
SWOT Analysis performed during the Worsshop
Strengths
 It strengthens the health economy and a
future-oriented health care in Saxony
through knowledge exchange as well as
cooperaton within the health sector
 It forges beter tes between business,
science and politcs both natonally and
internatonally by creatng and maintaining
regular exchange processes between
inventng industry, healthcare providers
and policy makers
 It collaborates strongly with other cluster
representatves
 It eases the transfer of knowledge between
inventng and using partners in order to
minimize transacton cost in the process of
market entrance.
 Together with the Saxon Ministry of Social
Afairs and Consumer Protecton, it defnes
tangible measures and projects that derive
from the formulated strategy in the
Masterplan
 It contributes to fostering employment and
job creaton
 It strengthens SMEs by creatng and
maintaining a digital database of the health
economy of Saxony: the Digital Health Atlas
(„Digitaler Gesundheitsatlas Sachsen”)
• It promotes the exchange of experiences
within the health care industry and
facilitates cooperaton between companies
and medical care, research and educatonal
insttutons

Weasnesses


Main barrier lies in lack of funding afer
the inital project period. The private
associaton fnances itself out of
membership fees and has to rely on
acquiring project funding
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Threats

Opportunites
 It encourages the creaton of further
regional and industry-specifc cluster
cooperaton
 Promoton of natonal and internatonal
contacts
 Promoton of regional research
 It helps biotechnology and medical industry
in their going-to-market atempts
 The cluster takes part in several further
ongoing transfer projects with bio, silicon
and organic electronics companies
 Companies in all afected clusters greatly
proft from the eforts of HEALTHY SAXONY
to facilitate the transfer of knowledge and
products between the clusters
 HEALTHY SAXONY also serves as a
sustainability provider for pilot project
results. Those results, ofen implemented in
confned areas, are spread and rolled out
throughout Saxony, allowing wider
populaton groups to beneft from pilot
actons in general.




Its sustainability depends on organic
growth regarding membership
Lack of regional government backup
results in sub-optmal growth and suboptmal influence

Title of the good practce
C3-Saxony
Name of the organizaton in charge
Saxon State Ministry for Economic Afairs, Labour and Transport
SWOT Analysis performed during the Worsshop
Strengths





It contributes towards the implementaton
of cross-innovaton approach
It initates and supports innovaton actvites
at the interface of microelectronics and life
sciences, especially in the areas of
personalized medicine and mobile services
It promotes knowledge exchange with

Weasnesses






Motvaton of SMEs to partcipate
Raising Awareness in the beginning (trust)
“Language” of diferent stakeholders
(triple helix)
No follow up
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entrepreneurs, networking among sectors
and stakeholders and encourages to start
thinking about business development
New diagnostc methods (Zellmechanik,
Lipotype, VivoSenseMedical) were created
Some policy recommendatons and acton
guidelines for the Saxon State Government
were submited and a sustainable incubator
concept for start-ups/innovatons in the
feld of personalized medicine and mobile
services was developed
EU funded project
Saxon State Ministry for Economic Afairs,
Labour and Transport directly involved
Opportunites







Solutons emerging in C3-Saxony will provide 
important answers to current societal
challenges like demographic change while 
having the potental for high economic
growth
Building on its strong positon in
microelectronics and biotechnology, Saxony
has a great potental to further
develop emerging industries at the crossing
point of these Key Enabling Technologies
Being actve in promising future felds,
Saxony is expected to reach top positons in
natonal, European and global competton.

Threats
Any follow-up actvites are directly
dependent on botom-up initatves
Collaboraton inerta could stop if no external
incentves for the partcipatng organizatons
are seen.

Title of the good practce
Digital Health & Caoe Institute
Name of the organizaton in charge
University of Strathclyde – DHI
SWOT Analysis performed during the Worsshop
Strengths
-

An ever-growing network of businesses,
academic insttutons and health boards

Weasnesses
-

Had some inital trouble with the
structure of the business and the
13

-

means that the DHI has the ability to
coordinate successful projects from
research into fruiton.
Close collaboraton with many agents
developing innovaton programmes

-

Threats

Opportunites
-

-

Have the opportunity to get innovatve
products for very prevalent diseases
implemented into health boards and
help real patents in Scotland to live
beter in their communites
Detecton of new and emerging markets
Having local and Scotland-wide set of
innovaton strategies and policies

innovaton model. This has since been
revised and the business contnues to
thrive.
Seen as part of the public procurement
system. Perceptons surrounding this
created a barrier.

-

Cultural issues with a paternalistc health
service to fght against at tmes
Ethics and regulatory pathways are too
heavy for applicaton for the majority of
digital health and care innovatons

Title of the good practce
Reseaoch & Development in Scotsh Univeosities
Name of the organizaton in charge
University of Strathclyde - DHI
SWOT Analysis performed during the Worsshop
Strengths







Scotland
has
more
world-class
universites per head of populaton than
any other country in the world except
Luxembourg.
University of Strathclyde has the largest
Pharmaceutcal school in Scotland now
and it has one of the largest Digital
Health Research groups in the UK
Very strong medical schools and
colleges
Scotsh universites are included within
an innovaton partnership (along with
business and civic partners) under the
SFC innovaton centre programme

Weasnesses







Through a project called DALLAS, cultural
barriers were found between diferent
types of organisaton working within a
consortum.
Target of Dallas was extremely ambitous
Innovatng when you actually don't have
a service and you are trying to co-design
a service at the same tme, recruitment
becomes a big challenge because people
are thinking: `oh what am I being
recruited too?’´
Recruitng partcipants by a face to face
method is unsustainable
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Threats

Opportunites








Policy and clinical support, digital
champions,
clinical
endorsement,
successful implementatons as reference
sites, further investment in new
technologies.
Working with external organisatons,
such as public services, with diferent
organisatonal norms and perspectves
enriches internal management skills
Communites negotate their way
through this perpetually transforming
landscape to ensure their agenda is
included in future primary care policies
Developing skills for the informaton
governance methods and tools










Scotsh NHS shows sign of Lack of IT
infrastructure and low IT skills, lack of
clarity on informaton governance,
market is fragmented and difcult to
navigate, insufcient implementaton
resources, concerns around security and
safety of technologies.
Considerable resources engaging with
stakeholders to gather views &
requirements on new services and
products are needed
Policy alone is insufcient and there is a
need to contextualize it locally on the
ground level in order to enable the policy
objectves to be applied to ft local
situatons
Informaton governance difcultes
Conflict of business interests (developing
interoperable or not- solutons for the
market)

Title of the good practce
Scotsh Health Innovations Ltd (SHIL)
Name of the organizaton in charge
University of Strathclyde - DHI
SWOT Analysis performed during the Worsshop
Strengths






We have the skills and funding to take
innovaton from within the health
service
and
allow
it
to
be
commercialised
natonally
(some
companies are worth over £25m)
we can produce beter products for
beter treatments of diseases
Multstakeholder perspectve
Promotng and encouraging innovaton

Weasnesses



NHS is not always open to new
innovatons
Scotsh healthcare landscape is complex
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within NHS Scotland is a key priority for
the organizaton
There are evidences of contributons to
growth of new markets, employment
and job creaton
SHIL
take
on
burden
of
commercialisaton from busy clinicians
Revenue return to inventor and their
health board
Threats

Opportunites







Opportunity for Investors to be involved
in the formaton of a SHIL/NHS Scotland
innovaton accelerator/incubaton hub
that matches global best practce.
“De-cluter” the innovaton landscape
within Scotsh healthcare
Clearer and beter defned partnerships
could ease the crowned arena within
Scotsh healthcare
Access to SHIL network of contacts
within the NHS and expertse in IP
management, marketng, regulatory
afairs





A culture of commercialisaton and
innovaton does not thrive within the
NHS which can make it difcult for
innovatons to be taken up.
Many players in the health innovaton
feld in Scotland and crossover between
diferent organisatons and some blurring
of the lines.

Title of the good practce
FIK initiative
Name of the organizaton in charge
TECNALIA (Project Partner BIOEF)
SWOT Analysis performed during the Worsshop
Strengths




Return of investment (ROI) via royaltes
or via the partcipaton in the created
spin-ofs.
Helped to the generaton of industrial
property by focusing the research
actvity on wealth creaton since the
beginning.

Weasnesses


The same tax policy schema for research
and innovaton (R&I) in the Basque
Country might influence negatvely if
notable reductons are approved in
following years.
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Good initatve to be replicated to other
areas of research and innovaton (R&I) in
the health sector. In this sense, Tecnalia
is nowadays working in the promoton of
the NEWRO initatve in order to ofer
cutng edge investment opportunites in
Neuro-technology.
Opportunites




Tax policy for research and innovaton
(R&I) in the Basque Country
Support and collaboraton of other
initatves such as INNOSASUN for the
inital steps of the commercializaton.

Threats


Giving up of some private companies
which partcipate in this initatve due to
diferent reasons (economic crisis,
diversifcaton, etc.).

Title of the good practce
Development of medical devices and otheo systems foo health sectoo, based on toaditional
Basque Countoy capabilities in advanced manufactuoing technologies - IK4 Reseaoch Alliance
Name of the organizaton in charge
IK4 Research Alliance (Project Partner BIOEF)
SWOT Analysis performed during the Worsshop
Strengths




Strong benchmarking structure
Important
background
cumulated
partcipatng in many projects with
companies
Return of investment (ROI)

Weasnesses




Opportunites




Tax policy for research and innovaton
(R&I) in the Basque Country
Learning process developed together
with IK4 research centers
Local RIS3 strategy aligned with some of
our strategic lines of IK4

Complex mechanisms of management
Difculty of coordinaton
Possible diferent interests of the
partners of the alliance
Threats




A growing number of research
organizatons with more or less the same
total budget in the region
New strategic model of the research
structure of the basque country from the
local government
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Title of the good practce
M4FUTURE compoehensive coopooate innovation model
Name of the organizaton in charge
Mondragon Corporaton (Project Partner BIOEF)
SWOT Analysis performed during the Worsshop
Strengths






Triple Helix within the organizaton;
Business, Higher Educaton and Research
and Technology Agents
Corporate support agents within the
organizaton
It allows to integrate diferent elements
of the value chain of the knowledge
triangle
It makes possible to measure the
development of the actvity through
indicators
It is possible to deploy it in a large
organizaton in a consistent way with the
overall objectves of the hole
organizaton

Weasnesses




Opportunites





Strong external relatonships
The Open Innovaton Framework: beter
use of corporate delegatons abroad;
strengthen links focused on marketng,
less developed in innovaton
Mapping of existng technological
infrastructures within the corporaton,
updatng it in a rigorous way.

Complex processes
Compartmentalizaton
makes
it
sometmes difcult pursuing a global
vision of the model
The integral management of the model
could be more automated; scarce use of
collaboratve sofware tools (nowadays
it's all very face-to-face)

Threats


New trends in the organizaton of
innovaton: lean innovaton, lean
innovaton, design thinking, putng
themselves in the shoes of the client, new
trends in how to approach innovaton,
more radical. Not yet incorporated into
the model.

Title of the good practce
TELEMONITORING
Name of the organizaton in charge
LSV Marshal Ofce and A. Falkiewicz Specialist Hospital - Public administraton
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SWOT Analysis performed during the Worsshop
Strengths





Weasnesses

Support for independent living
It allows the self management of health
Remote control of live parameters by
medical staf
Instant access to data collecton





Lack of telecare fnancing
Not Sufcient technical support
Not enough medical staf engagement

Opportunites





Threats

Possible Community/Family support
Integraton with social system
Long term data collecton
Personalizaton



Technological exclusion

Title of the good practce
TELEREHABILITATION
Name of the organizaton in charge
IMMD Health LTD
SWOT Analysis
Strengths







Enables remote rehabilitaton at home
It lowers costs - at the same tme you
can rehabilitate many patents
The use of sensors increases the
measurement accuracy of the
movement
supports disabled patents

Weasnesses



Opportunites




Possible integraton with other remote
monitoring systems
The system can automatcally control
the rehabilitaton process
The possibility of gamifcaton applying
incentves

Requires preliminary patent qualifcaton
It requires a lot of bandwidth and
additonal devices

Threats


The risk of technological exclusion of
seniors
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Title of the good practce
FASCIA AS A SOMATIC SENSORY RECEPTOR - NEW FORMS OF MASSAGE
Name of the organizaton in charge
University School of Physical Educaton in Wroclaw
SWOT Analysis performed during the Worsshop
Strengths







using of biological rules that are subject
to some changes during aging
processes,
restoring the spatal layout using of
syntopia rule,
restoring functonality using of synmorfy
rule,
predictability of local and general
reactons,
reacton to stmuli of medical massage
does not change the functonality of
other organs and systems.
individualizaton of the procedure

Weasnesses



Opportunites


for use in the preventon, therapy and
rehabilitaton processes.

long-term therapy (in months),
no scheme.

Threats



methodical, elastc deformaton of
tssues,
inital positon, which is benefcial for the
respiratory and circulatory systems.

Title of the good practce
ROBOTIC SOLUTIONS FOR THE ELDERLY
Name of the organizaton in charge
FLASH Robotcs
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SWOT Analysis performed during the Worsshop
Strengths







Enables training, both physical and
mental, without the need for human
assistance
Helps to motvate the elderly for an
actve and healthy living
supports patents’ adherence to medical
recommendatons,
psychological
assessment, easier access to modern
communicaton
channels,
and
preventon of social exclusion
A robot is an engaging and credible
interacton partner

Weasnesses


Opportunites




Integrate robotc technology into our
daily lives
Customizing the physical embodiment
allows the patents to identfy
themselves with the robot
possibility
of
providing
various
functonalites to the social robot
(teaching…etc.)

Special atenton will be needed to
formulate new policies and legislaton to
accommodate the new educatonal
requirements and to take into account
ethical and social aspects.

Threats



Acceptance by the society
Politcal, legal and social awareness and
acceptance

Title of the good practce
Health and Wellbeing Innovation Centoe Almeoe (GWIA) aka as the HealthFactooy
(GezondheidFaboiek)
Name of the organizaton in charge
Health and Wellbeing Innovaton Centre Almere (GWIA)
SWOT Analysis performed during the Worsshop
Strengths




Partcipaton of SME’s in the core of
organizaton
Actve Board: promotng the organizaton,
forwarding project ideas and partners
‘Non-hierarchical
decision
making

Weasnesses




Working on sustainable, positve business
model
Small organisaton
Depending on actve network for matching
supply and demand
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process’
Experienced project managers
Combined ofer of R&D facilites, living
labs, project development and network
(hardware, sofware, orgware, data)
supportng innovaton projects
Large internatonal, open quadruple helix
network,
related
to
Amsterdam
Metropolitan Area
Strong alignment with local government
Inital funding of infrastructure/ facilites
by public means
Agreements for cooperaton/ talent
development with local insttutons for
higher
educaton
and
practcal
professional educaton
Partcipaton of students in projects




Opportunites






First point of contact for local government
concerning (digital/ technical) innovaton
in health
Building on strong clusters in ICT, creatve
industry,
Health
in
Amsterdam
Metropolitan Area
Building on networks of European
partners for collaboraton, innovaton and
growth
Make
more
use
of
end-users
(organizatons)
Grow exposure, make beter use of assets
(datalab etc.)

Contnued acquisiton of funded projects
Dependence on project funding for growth

Threats





Fragmentaton of the feld, (too) many
stakeholders to successfully pull of
innovaton together
Lack of funding/ investment for eHealth
innovaton with healthcare providers
Lack of collaboraton or competton from
other organizatons ofering innovaton
support
Lack of leadership, skeptcism towards
innovaton, fear of innovaton, lack of
courage among policy makers, care
providers and end-users

Title of the good practce
Amsteodam Economic Boaod
Name of the organizaton in charge
Public Health Service Amsterdam (GGD Amsterdam)
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SWOT Analysis performed during the Worsshop
Strengths








Independent, regional innovaton motor
and integrator
Combining strong, complementary regional clusters/networks in one organisaton: health, digital connectvity, mobility, circular economy, talent development
Challenge-led approach
Triple helix, Public-private partnership
expertse
Clear vision and ambiton (plus related
dashboard for scoring results)
Dedicated platorm/ podium Amsterdam
Health

Weasnesses





Opportunites





Build on strong Dutch healthcare system
Invest in preventon and health tech/
data
Push for system changes
Integrate related initatves such as Amsterdam healthy weight programme,
WHO Age Friendly Cites, EIPonAHA

No funding budget for innovaton (projects)
Dependent on funding by triple helix
partners
Mostly a connectng role, no practcal role
in projects to further substantate added
value of the organisaton
Limited power to forge alliances because
of conflictng interests or limited support
from stakeholders

Threats




Difcult to take lead in innovaton as
people don’t tend to believe anything untl they experience it (afer Machiavelli)
Fragmented Dutch healthcare system
Expensive Dutch healthcare system
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D. In-Situ Visits performed in the framework of the Action
Group 2
Learner
Partner

Mentor
Partner

Lower Silesia

FRRB

HS
Lower Silesia
ACIS (Galician Health
Cluster)
BIOEF (University of
Deusto)
City of Almere

Name Good practcees


Open Innovaton Platorm



Digital Health and Care Insttute (DHI)
Scotsh Health Innovatons Ltd
October 5-6, 2017
(SHIL)
Research & Development in
Scotsh Universites


D IeN S

Date



December 18-19, 2017

S



C3-Saxony

February 07, 2018

ACIS

CAL



Health Factory

November 16-17, 2017

DHI

ACIS




PRIS
HIP

December 11-12, 2017

CAL
Lower Silesia

BIOEF




M4FUTURE
Age-Friendly Basque Country

December 14-15, 2017

BIOEF (IK4, Tecnalia)
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E. Policy analysis of the good practices with In-Situ visits

I. The Open Innovation Platoom of Lombaody Region
Policy analysis (by Mentor)
Name of the organizaton in charge
Finlombarda S.p.A
Summary of the good practce
A collaboratve Platorm facilitatng partcipaton, sharing and collaboraton of all actors of the
innovaton process in industry, research and society. Its objectves are:
 To address the strategic challenge of growth and compettveness
 To foster and support the creaton of open innovaton ecosystems
 To support the launch, operaton and valorisaton of R&D&I projects
With a specifc focus on regional smart specializaton strategy
The platorm is connected to the Lombardy Region's Smart Specialisaton Strategy vision which has
an important impact on the regional innovaton policies, and represents a cultural leap regarding
involvement of citzens in policy - decision-making process through innovatve tools, both fnancial
and enabling. Thus, a regional Open Innovaton Platorm has been built around the key principles of
the Quadruple Helix Open Innovaton model, where “Government, industry, academia and civil
partcipants work together to co-create the future and drive structural changes far beyond the
scope of what any one organisaton or person could do alone”
1.Describe ohich are the Key Performance indicators you have set, against ohich you assess the
performance of the program.
The quanttatve KPIs to evaluate the progress and the performances of the Open Innovaton
Platorm are:
- Registered partcipants
- Communites created
- Cooperaton Initated
- Expression of Interest
- Discussion initated within the platorm
As of October 2017, there are over 7000 registered partcipants. Over 200 communites have been
created2 thus far, out of which 85 regarding topics of the Smart Specializaton Strategy. Untl
October 2017, over 1000 discussions have been initated by the Platorm users, more than 200
project proposals have been launched which have received over 430 expressions of interest
2. oo much did the implementaton of the program tase?
Over 1 year
3.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen your good practce and your RIS3
The project is not only directly linked to the RIS3 but it is one of the main enabling tools of regional
Smart Specialisaton, creatng the groundwork for cross sectorial cooperaton.
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Moreover through a public consultaton S3 – work programme have been elaborated and defned.
4. oo have you involved the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
In 2013 Lombardy Region, General Directorate Research, University, Open Innovaton, supported by
Finlombarda for the implementaton and management process, has launched an experimental
project. It aimed at creatng a shared environment through a platorm dedicated to Open
Innovaton “attude”, at exchanging knowledge and establishing relatonships between the actors
of the quadruple helix, at facilitatng the circulaton of ideas and know-how and at carrying out
cross-fertlisaton initatves between diferent technological and productve felds.
5. oo have you organized the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
Through public consultatons on R&I topics, in partcular in the defniton of Smart Specialisaton
Strategy work programme local stakeholders are directly involved on diferent challenges on R&I.
6.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you have managed to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
The programme has been approved and launched under the ERDF ROP 2007-2013 and
implemented with the ERDF ROP 2014-2020.

Policy analysis (by Learner)
Name of the organizaton
Lower Silesia
1.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen the good practce analyzed and your RIS3
Regional research and innovaton strategies for smart specializaton (RIS3), are based on
integraton, locally defned economic transformaton programs that meet important criteria:
Open Innovaton Platorm make it possible to focus on support for policy and investment on key
regional priorites, challenges and needs in knowledge-based development, including ICT-related
actvites. It allows to use the strengths and compettve advantages of the region and its potental
to achieve excellence.
2. oo oould you involve the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
There is a plan to create fve living labs in the region where Open Innovaton Platorm can be used
encourage technological and practcal innovaton to stmulate private sector investment;
3. oo oould you organize the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
According to our strategy we would like to lead the local stakeholders to the full involvement of
stakeholders and encourage innovaton and experimentaton by Clusters support of Geriatric
Competence centers
4.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you oould manage to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
The frst living lab will be created and fnanced by regional and ERDF funds
5.Describe the barriers to the implementaton of the program you could encounter and hoo you
oould dealt oith it
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Not all priorites allow to apply for structural funds.
6.Benefts you could obtain and lessons learned
Benefts which could be obtained are based on improving the networking among sectors and
stakeholders to implement innovatons, there will be a new possibilites to develop businesses and
fll market gaps.

II. Health Innovation Platoom
Policy analysis (by Mentor)
Name of the organizaton in charge
ACIS, Health Knowledge Agency and Galician Public Healthcare System.
Summary of the good practce
The Health Innovaton Platorm (HIP) was launched in 2010 by the Regional Government
Department of Health and the Galician Health Service with the mission of being a transversal tool
able to implement structural improvements in a systematc way. Since January, 2016 the
coordinaton of the Health Innovaton Platorm has been assumed by ACIS.
The HIP is an open channel to professionals, patents, caregivers, companies, etc. external
stakeholders and professionals. HIP is open to collaboratve projects with all type of agents, such as
users, associaton of patents, business, universites, technological centres, etc. looking for synergies
and complementarity. The HIP Allows projects to improve their quality and efciency and also
transform them into applicable projects to the everyday reality of clinical practce.
The HIP platorm helps our ecosystem to share experiences and learn and spread out good
practces. It is nowadays organized in two main areas:
• 7 innovaton nodes (one per each care area) in charge of managing those ideas, which are
proposed by the professionals (nurses, pharmacists, administratve staf, physicians, etc)
The specifc objectves of the Platorm are as follows:
• To align eforts, resources and talent of the whole health organisaton with real user needs.
• To encourage and motvate health professionals by getng them involved in innovatve
projects.
• To facilitate interacton and partcipaton in multdisciplinary projects with external agents.
• To create a new model to manage and co-ordinate innovatve initatves by promotng and
developing high-impact health innovaton projects and providing, when necessary, access to
sources of funding.
• To ensure the implementaton of positve results from projects or experiences.
• To facilitate the development of a socio-economic pole that develops business in the region.
The values of the Platorm aim to foster the following:
• Creatve innovaton focused on patents and professionals.
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• Open innovaton by opening the health organizaton up to internal and external agents.
• Collaboratve innovaton by setng up multdisciplinary teams.
• Internatonalizaton by promotng exchange and collaboraton with partners in other countries.
• Flexible and positve innovaton by making procedures simpler.
• Innovaton with impact focused on results.
The core aspects of the Platorm are as follows:
• Innovaton in Healthcare: introducton of new products and services to improve efciency.
Involving users from the inital processes in controlled environments where impact is assessed.
• Innovaton in Health administraton: technological development, advances in energy efciency,
changing the role from buyer to partner in joint developments and searching for external sources of
funding through compettve calls.
• Transfer and development of research business: assess capacites and results of research,
orientng it towards the market and business development.
HIP is a transversal model to the entre organizaton with a methodology for managing innovaton
or improvement projects.
So far, among the projects actvated in the framework of the Platorm for Health Innovaton, the
most representatve for its degree of development is the Training Project for nursing staf with mobility and augmented reality (FEMORA).
1.Describe ohich are the Key Performance indicators you have set, against ohich you assess the
performance of the program.
The KPIs set for HIP within the 7 nodes are the following:
 ideas presented (for professionals and external agents)
 innovatve projects actve in multdisciplinary groups, including patents/users
 professionals working in innovatve projects
 meetngs held within the multdisciplinary teams
 face-to-face specifc training workshops for professionals from the nodes
 visits to the “Research and Innovaton Itnerary” web page to implement a training
innovaton project, in permanent constructon, that enables efectve management of the
circulaton of knowledge around health research
 number of ideas developed in each Innovaton Network. The Network of Innovaton Nodes
is a tool to facilitate and promote the contributon of ideas to the Platorm for Health
Innovaton by professionals of the Public Health System of Galicia. The nodes are
responsible for the promoton and training of open innovaton among their professionals,
while providing them with support in the management and access to fnancing once their
ideas become projects.
 number of ideas implemented in the Health System
2. oo much did the implementaton of the program tase?
Since the beginning of 2016, the implementaton of the HIP, took two full years for all nodes to
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work in a coordinated manner.
3.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen your good practce and your RIS3
Within the natonal and regional research and innovaton strategies for smart specializaton (RIS3
strategies) implemented by Member States and EU regions, was launched some Good Practces
aligned with mayor socio-economic challenges in EU such as health, educaton, environmental
sustainability, etc. That is the case for HIP. HIP is stll a mechanism for transmitng ideas, to assess
them and, solve Health System problems aferwards, with the development of the best ideas
without extra costs.
Within RIS 3, it tackles the Mayor Challenge 3: New Healthy Lifestyle Model Based on Actve Ageing
of Populaton. The main objectve is to positon Galicia in 2020 as a leading region in Southern
Europe that ofers knowledge-intensive products and services linked to a healthy lifestyle model:
actve ageing, therapeutc applicaton of fresh and marine water resources and functonal nutriton.
4. oo have you involved the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
The Galician Health Ministry and the Public Healthcare Provider launched HIP in 2010. Since January
2016, the coordinaton of HIP has been assumed by ACIS. The professionals of the platorm and the
promoter of the idea work as a team throughout the process to ensure that innovatve, strategic
and viable ideas are implemented in the Public Health System. Therefore, the platorm involves
relevant Regional Departments as well, such as professionals from the Regional Ministry of Health
(Consellería de Sanidade) and the Galician Health Service.
5. oo have you organized the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
HIP key stakeholders are users, associaton of patents companies and external agents. HIP catalyses,
manages and select the ideas provided by professionals, patents, etc. and transform them into
collaboratve projects. It is a transversal communicaton channel, actng through diferent
departments and open to patents and professionals in order to complement each other and form
synergies.
6.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you have managed to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
ACIS manages the Health Innovaton Platorm. One of the success factors of the Innovaton Platorm
is its fnancial independence. HIP is self-sustainable and did not suppose extra-cost at all, just the
reallocaton of own resources such as budget, staf, etc. In other words, afer a feasibility study and
an evaluaton of each project, it prioritzes those projects that do not request additonal budgets (at
least high budgets). If one project request additonal budget, the HIP needs a clear route to get this
extra fnancial support. ERDF funds were used to develop projects within the platorm.
HIP looks for possible solutons by coordinatng support and implementaton of projects (and
fnancing if necessary seeking founds through EU, Natonal, or Regional funds and partners).
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Policy analysis (by Learner)
Name of the organizaton
Digital Health and Care Insttute
1.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen the good practce analyzed and your RIS3
The Health Innovaton Platorm is similar to the ecosystem which is present in Scotland. A key part
of the Scotsh S3 framework is to build a community of innovaton and entrepreneurship
practtoners and supporters. We therefore launched Scotland Can Do as a banner under which
public, private, third sector, co-operatves, educatonal organisatons and investors can fnd new
and beter ways to support a greater entrepreneurial and innovatve mind-set amongst Scotland’s
businesses, communites and citzens; it’s about being Capable, Ambitous, Networked, addressing
Demand and supportng Opportunity – the Can Do approach.
2. oo oould you involve the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
By promotng incubaton services and initatves although a structure like HIP already exists quite
frmly in Scotland in the form of Scotsh Health Innovatons Ltd and the innovaton ecosystems
which exist within health and care.
3. oo oould you organize the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
Set up regional meetngs with Scotsh enterprises and Scotsh Government as well as procurement
ofcials to discuss the benefts obtainable from this work. These meetng already exist and so could
be built into them.
4.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you oould manage to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
This would ideally be funded by Scotsh Enterprise.
5.Describe the barriers to the implementaton of the program you could encounter and hoo you
oould dealt oith it
The barriers to implementng HIP is the fact that the structure is already well-built in Scotland as an
ethos of cross-collaboraton and ecosystem building already exists. Therefore, it may be difcult to
persuade ofcials to pour more money into this area with HIP.
6.Benefts you could obtain and lessons learned
Benefts which could be obtained would be the improved networking among sectors and
stakeholders, new possibilites to develop businesses and fll market gaps.
III. PRIS
Policy analysis (by Mentor)
Name of the organizaton in charge
ACIS, Health Knowledge Agency. Public Administraton which depends directly of the Regional
Government, Department of Health.
Summary of the good practce
The PRIS programme, conceived as a commitment of the Galician Health Public System, started in
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2013 to catalyse and boost the good ideas of the professionals of the Health Sector in the region.
The PRIS programme is a pioneer project in Spain, which was launched on the occasion of the high
quality and internatonal impact of the research projects in the region. The projects have
demonstrated a great potental to be transferred to the market while generatng economic value,
closely related to the value generated in terms of healthcare assistance.
The daily role of ACIS in the PRIS programme is based on identfying, managing and adding value to
the projects in close cooperaton with the three Galician Biomedical Foundatons (Fundación Ramón
Domínguez, Fundación Biomédica Galicia Sur and Fundación Profesor Novoa Santos) and with the
professionals of the Galician Health Public System.
This is an open innovaton programme, which is open to the entre health system (practtoners,
researchers, nurses, etc), to all technologies (drugs, diagnostcs, devices, sofware, etc) in all
readiness levels (proof of concept, prototype, etc). Of course, the programme cannot assume the
whole development of a new drug or medical device, so that the resources have been focused on IP
protecton, external validaton, regulatory studies, frst manufacturing procedures, prototypes, etc.
The PRIS is a very useful tool for adding value to research projects by identfying good ideas and
teams, reducing risks and consultng the market from the very beginning. The phases of the
programme are as follows:
• Phase 1: Identfcaton of R&D projects, which are being developed in Galician hospitals with
results with market potental by competent teams.
• Phase 2: Pre-validaton with the market and external consultants the strengths and weaknesses
of the projects.
• Phase 3: Development of strategic plans for the most interestng projects.
• Phase 4: Financial Support of co-development plans for the selected projects, in collaboraton
with companies.
The frst editon of the PRIS was launched in 2013 and ACIS is currently implementng the second
editon of the programme with the collaboraton of the Galician Innovaton Agency, GAIN.
The PRIS programme is strongly reinforced by diferent local initatves, which were launched by the
Galician Biomedical Foundatons, focused on providing researchers with specifc training and advice
in technology transfer.
• Fundación Ramón Domínguez launched in 2014, as an extended practce, the Technology Transfer
Training Programme, with a total funding of 40.000€. So far, the main topics of this Programme
have been: good practces in tech transfer, good practces in clinical trials, improvement of oral skill
with investors, improvement of presentatons and regulatory afairs.
• Fundación Biomédica Galicia Sur launched the Training on IPR and innovaton as a pilot
programme with the objectve to contnue with this kind of training on an ongoing basis. It has been
also developed the ICT Development Platorm, which ofers consultancy services in sofware
development for the researchers of the insttuton. The objectve is to accelerate the development
of ITCs solutons in the feld of Health and to establish contacts with companies of this sector.
1.Describe ohich are the Key Performance indicators you have set, against ohich you assess the
performance of the program.
There were two editons. The KPIs set for PRIS are:
 projects received
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project evaluated (technology positoning document)
projects with roadmap
projects fnanced
patents
agreements with the industry
start-up already launched
start-up in the process of launching

2. oo much did the implementaton of the program tase?
The frst editon was launched in 2013 and the second call for proposals was initated in 2015 and is
currently being managed by ACIS. The objectve is to launch this programme regularly with a new
editon every 2 years or at least every 3 years.
3.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen your good practce and your RIS3
Within the natonal and regional research and innovaton strategies for smart specializaton (RIS3
strategies) implemented by Member States and EU regions, was launched some Good Practces
aligned with mayor socio-economic challenges in EU such as health, educaton, environmental
sustainability, etc. That is the case of PRIS programme. It is a programme for technology transfer
following the quadruple helix model, decreasing the gap between research made in the Health
system and Market.
Within RIS 3, it tackles the Mayor Challenge 3: New Healthy Lifestyle Model Based on Actve Ageing
of Populaton. The main objectve is to positon Galicia in 2020 as a leading region in Southern
Europe that ofers knowledge-intensive products and services linked to a healthy lifestyle model:
actve ageing, therapeutc applicaton of fresh and marine water resources and functonal nutriton.
4. oo have you involved the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
This project is promoted from the Galician Health Ministry and the Public Healthcare Provider.
Regarding the transfer technology, it collaborates with many diferent departments all involved in
such as legal advice, patrimony, Civil Service & Public administraton, etc.
5. oo have you organized the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
It has been implemented as an extended programme open to the entre Galician Public Health
System. The three Galician Biomedical Foundatons have been involved during the two editons
launched, by identfying the most relevant research projects in their operatng areas, with no
relevant diference in the number of projects identfed and fnally selected.
Therefore, the PRIS programme is strongly reinforced by diferent local initatves, which were
launched by the Galician Biomedical Foundatons, focused on providing researchers with specifc
training and advice in technology transfer.
6.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you have managed to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
During the frst editon of the programme, 2,4 M€ ERDF funds mobilized in total granted by the
Public Administraton. From those funds, 1,4 M€ were for research at hospitals (managed by
Biomedical Foundatons) and 1 M€ were for companies.
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Policy analysis (by Learner)
Name of the organizaton
Digital Health and Care Insttute
1.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen the good practce analyzed and your RIS3
A key part of the Scotsh S3 framework is to build a community of innovaton and entrepreneurship
between practtoners and supporters. We therefore launched Scotland Can Do as a banner under
which public, private, third sector, co-operatves, educatonal organisatons and investors can fnd
new and beter ways to support a greater entrepreneurial and innovatve mind-set amongst
Scotland’s businesses, communites and citzens; it’s about being Capable, Ambitous, Networked,
addressing Demand and supportng Opportunity – the Can Do approach. This aligns well with the
PRIS project which aims to foster innovaton ecosystems in an open and transparent way to ensure
research capabilites match business needs and market gaps.
2. oo oould you involve the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
By promotng incubaton services and initatves although a structure like HIP already exists quite
frmly in Scotland in the form of Scotsh Health Innovatons Ltd and the innovaton ecosystems
which exist within health and care.
3. oo oould you organize the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
Set up regional meetngs with Scotsh enterprise and Scotsh Government as well as procurement
ofcials to discuss the benefts obtainable from this work. These meetng already exist and so could
be built into them.
4.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you oould manage to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
It would ideally be funded by Scotsh Enterprise and the Scotsh Funding Council.
5.Describe the barriers to the implementaton of the program you could encounter and hoo you
oould dealt oith it
The barriers to implementng PRIS is the fact that the structure is already well-built in Scotland as
an ethos of cross-collaboraton and ecosystem building already exists. Therefore, it may be difcult
to persuade ofcials to pour more money into this area with HIP.
6.Benefts you could obtain and lessons learned
It is always inspiring to fnd out about such challenging big projects. Learning how they managed to
implement and execute successfully is of big value.
IV. C3-Saxony
Policy analysis (by Mentor)
Name of the organizaton in charge
Saxon State Ministry for Economic Afairs, Labour and Transport
Summary of the good practce
The EU-funded project C3-Saxony contributes towards the implementaton of the cross-innovaton
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approach by initatng and supportng innovaton actvites at the interface of microelectronics and
life sciences, especially in the areas of personalized medicine and mobile services. Solutons emerging in C3-Saxony will provide important answers to current societal challenges like demographic
change while having the potental for high economic growth.
1.Describe ohich are the Key Performance indicators you have set, against ohich you assess the
performance of the program.
N/A
2. oo much did the implementaton of the program tase?
Two years: 2/2014 – 1/2016
3.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen your good practce and your RIS3
As a result of the project, some recommendatons for acton and implementaton into RIS3 were
given to the regional government.
4. oo have you involved the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
The coordinator of the project was the Division for Economic Policy and Strategy Development of
the Saxon State Ministry for Economic Afairs, Labour and Transport which is part of the regional
governmental body of the Free State of Saxony.
5. oo have you organized the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
The support of the clusters Silicon Saxony and Biosaxony as well as AGIL GmbH Leipzig, which is
coordinator of the Saxon consortum of the Enterprise Europe Network was essental for the
project.
Through a series of workshops and business matchmaking events, C3-Saxony provided an open
space, where relevant stakeholders could generate, refne and develop ideas and fnd partners.
6.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you have managed to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
The project was funded by the European Union within the Compettveness and Innovaton
Framework Programme (CIP) in the actvity "Clusters and entrepreneurship in support of emerging
industries“. 700.000 € were mobilized for its implementaton.

Policy analysis (by Learner)
Name of the organizaton
BIOEF (IK4, TECNALIA)
1.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen the good practce analyzed and your RIS3
The RIS3 in the Basque Country has set as a strategic priority the Bioscience-Health area, being the
following topics some of the most relevant within this area
- Advanced therapies and regeneratve medicine
- Rehabilitaton medicine :
- E-health/ICTs
- Equipment, components and supplies
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Our stakeholders TECNALIA and IK4, who atended the In Situ Visit, coordinate the RIS3 Regional
Workgroup for Digital Health and Devices in the Bioscience-Health area and the Advance
Manufacturing area, where the Cross Cluster Colaboraton has a big potental to be developed.
In a preliminary way, areas of potental common interest between diferent pilotng groups have
been identfed in the Basque RIS3 for their exploraton and analysis. These are:
- Advanced Manufacturing + Health
- Digital Health and medical devices
- Big Data
- Neuro-Robotcs
2. oo oould you involve the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
- Raising the awareness of the potental outcomes and new opportunites that the cross
cluster collaboraton could bring.
- Getng the support of EU funded initatves would also help the Regional Deparments to be
more proactve.
3. oo oould you organize the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
Promotng incubaton services and initatves
4.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you oould manage to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
The European Union CIP could be an excellent tool.
5.Describe the barriers to the implementaton of the program you could encounter and hoo you
oould dealt oith it
Difcultes to atract and motvate SMEs and other organizatons, awareness creaton in the
beginning, diferent “languages” between stakeholders
6.Benefts you could obtain and lessons learned
Networking among sectors and stakeholders, new possibilites to develop businesses and fll market
gaps, synergies between sectors

V. Digital Health & Caoe Institute
Policy analysis (by Mentor)
Name of the organizaton in charge
The Digital Health and Care Insttute located in Glasgow, Scotland.
Summary of the good practce
The Innovaton Centre Programme was launched in 2012 by the Scotsh Government to support
transformatonal collaboraton between academia and businesses, the primary aim of the Innovaton Centre programme is to enhance innovaton and entrepreneurship across Scotland’s key economic sectors, create jobs and grow the economy. We have a Government commited to the digital
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health sector, a mature and stable health and care system, extensive academic expertse, entrepreneur and enterprise support, a mix of demographic and geographic profles, and a can-do mentality.
Our work with partners aims to reduce the pressures on health and care services while also improving the quality of life of Scotland’s people in both urban and rural communites.
In the summer of 2017 and following our funding from Scotsh Government our innovaton model
and processes have evolved to focus on identfying health and care-led problems where digital innovaton can provide the greatest impact. We will help problem owners to visualise and explore
creatve solutons, translatng the problems into more meaningful briefs for industry and academia.
We will then match these briefs with the right capabilites and potental soluton providers, putng
the emphasis on quality, depth and real-world applicaton. This change we are now working to
achieve a needs-led approach instead a supplier-led technology and solutons approach
1.Describe ohich are the Key Performance indicators you have set, against ohich you assess the
performance of the program.
We have 6 challenges set by the Scotsh Government each with diferent objectves to overcome
the challenge. These Challenges are:
- Improving self-management of diabetes through digital health initatves
- Transforming the outpatent journey
- Innovatng and streamlining the diagnosis of cancers associated with the digestve system
- Creatng a case for change to inform the Scotsh Government why they should integrate
health and social care through personal data stores for citzens
- Innovatng asthma care through digital health initatves
- Showcasing and simulatng new service models to a range of audiences within a
demonstrator environment.
2. oo much did the implementaton of the program tase?
3 years
3.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen your good practce and your RIS3
No relatonship
4. oo have you involved the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
We are a Scotsh Funding Council Innovaton Centre, commissioned and funded by the Scotsh
Government who set us demand led challenges for which we must deliver set objectves by the
project fnish tme.
5. oo have you organized the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
We are uniquely placed in Scotland’s digital health and care community. Our networks, reach and
capabilites are able bring the right people together and provide them with the means to identfy,
design, evaluate and invest in new solutons to the country’s priority health and care challenges.
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Scotland’s public sector, academia, charites and industry need a place to co-design digital solutons
to some of our country’s biggest health and care challenges. We bring these groups together, allo wing them to imagine and create new ways of working, services and products. Our unique needsled approach is an essental link between the Scotsh Government’s natonal priorites and the
wealth of talent across diferent sectors and communites in Scotland.
This creates opportunites for innovators, entrepreneurs and enterprises to develop proven, scalable solutons that are commercially viable for use across Scotland and can be exported to other
markets. That also helps Scotland to be at the forefront of the growing global digital health and care
economy by developing the right workforce, infrastructure and policies to atract investment and
new jobs.
6.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you have managed to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
Scotsh Government, Scotsh Funding Council and Scotsh Enterprise.

Policy analysis (by Learner)
Name of the organizaton
HEALTHY SAXONY e.V.
1.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen the good practce analyzed and your RIS3
No relatonship
2. oo oould you involve the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
* there is no equivalent to the Scotsh Funding Council in Saxony, thus the good practce would
have to be presented to several ministries within the Saxon government (Social Afairs, Economy
and Labor, State Chancellery)
 As DHI represents a top down approach which is uncommon in Saxony, fundamental
persuasion needs to take place, which in its outcome is uncertain
 Instead, a botom up approach appears to be more promising, involving the major regional
stakeholders to take responsibility
3. oo oould you organize the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
 Existng botom-up structures like HEALTHY SAXONY, comprising the major stakeholders in
the region, provide the ideal platorm for organizing involvement
 Regular meetngs already exist, which can be extended by meetngs with a specifc purpose,
such as to defne the mentoned challenges
4.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you oould manage to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
 It would be the task of HS to evaluate the eligibility of setng up or co-creatng a DHI-like
insttute in the region
 Funding schemes might include the regional ERDF schemes managed by the Saxon State
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Ministry of Social Afairs, in additon to regional funding schemes
5.Describe the barriers to the implementaton of the program you could encounter and hoo you
oould dealt oith it
Barriers lie within the botom-up vs. top-down approach. Since DHI as a typical top-down approach
derives its foremost advantages from being top-down, it needs to be considered whether
implementng a DHI-like insttuton botom-up would create a comparable outcome quality
6.Benefts you could obtain and lessons learned
Confrontng regional government structures with the immediate structural diferences and
immense outcomes of a typical top-down insttuton, including the strategic backing of its funding
insttutons, could lead to changes in the overall regional approach to a number of challenges

Policy analysis (by Learner)
Name of the organizaton
Lower Silesia
1.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen the good practce analyzed and your RIS3
The Innovaton Centre Programme launched by the Scotsh Government were established to
support transformatonal collaboraton between academia and businesses. It could be useful to
enhance innovaton and entrepreneurship across economic sectors, create jobs and grow the
economy. Lower Silesian regional research and innovaton strategies for smart specializaton (RIS3),
are based on similar integraton. It make possible to focus on support for policy and investment on
key regional priorites, challenges and needs in knowledge-based development, including ICTrelated actvites;
2. oo oould you involve the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
Health Department of Marshal Ofce is a partner of TITTAN project. It has a strong relatons with
25 regional health care units (not only Hospitals) as well as with municipalites. It is responsible in
Health Policy including this one according to the elderly people. This is why experiences of Digital
ealth & Care Insttute are very important .
3. oo oould you organize the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
We are creatng similar unit like The Geriatric Competence Center which will manage all actvites
to support actve and healthy ageing. It will be the body containing :
GeriNet – Learning and networking. It will be a platorm for Clusters integraton.
Living Lab – the place of exchange the innovaton ideas within cooperatng regions.
Telemonitoring. Telerehabilitaton Center – place for implementaton of innovatve care systems.
4.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you oould manage to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
We are interested in EU Programs which allow us to create Geriatric Competence Center as well as
other funds including ERDF.
5.Describe the barriers to the implementaton of the program you could encounter and hoo you
oould dealt oith it
The main barrier in the implementaton of the program will be the fnancing and cofnancing of the
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implementng of best practces under the Public-Private Partnership. This is due to the lack of
willingness on the part of public insttutons. The region does not have enough resources for the
infrastructure needed to implement them. In this situaton, the only possible way is to obtain EU
funds under the Structural Funds and other EU Funds.
6.Benefts you could obtain and lessons learned
When we will need scientfc research, its funding insttutons, could lead to changes in the overall
regional approach to a number of challenges, we will apply for a grant from the Natonal Center for
Research and Development. This acton is already planed to implement telemonitoring of patents
with chronic diseases as a contnuaton of the CareWell project.. This will include a 1000 patents.

Policy analysis (by Learner)
Name of the organizaton
Galician Health Cluster (Cluster Saúde de Galicia)
1.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen the good practce analyzed and your RIS3
We fnd that this good practce aligns with two priorites of our RIS3: Promoton of the knowledge
economy and Diversifcaton of the industrial tractors sectors. The characteristc of being a Hub of
innovaton and a “test playground” for new products, implies this exportaton of knowledge.
Another priority of our RIS3 is the diversifcaton of the industrial sectors. The fact that DHI priority
is demand-led innovaton gives ample space to apply experiences and solutons of other sectors.
2. oo oould you involve the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
Our natural path would be to present the program to the Galician Ministry for Health through ACIS
and probably the Galician Ministry for Economy and Industry as it is expected to be a case of
demand led by health/industry and SMEs. We believe that having a common space for the testng
of the selected solutons is a key point and that would be something to consider.
3. oo oould you organize the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
In principle, all these organisatons are willing to cooperate on a European level. It all depends on
the focus of the proposed projects of course.
We perform a yearly meetng in which we present the health innovaton done in Galicia and how
we could give solutons to identfed needs in other health ecosystems. To this event, we invite
other health ecosystems from the ECHAlliance (European Connected Health Alliance) to which both
CSG and DHI belong as coordinators. Therefore including the presentaton of the program and
analysing its challenges together with Health worldwide KOL during our gathering.
4.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you oould manage to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
Regional funds from the Galician Ministry for Economy and Industry.
5.Describe the barriers to the implementaton of the program you could encounter and hoo you
oould dealt oith it
We foresee the most immediate barriers to be: funding, adequate space and locaton, extension of
tme required.
6.Benefts you could obtain and lessons learned
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It is always inspiring to fnd out about such challenging big projects. Learning how they managed to
implement and execute successfully is of big value. Take home message: things take longer than
expected, public support is important but this can pose limitatons and reduce “freedom”.

Policy analysis (by Learner)
Name of the organizaton
BOIEF (University of Deusto)
1.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen the good practce analyzed and your RIS3
Basque RIS3 in the Bioscience-health area focuses, among others, in equipment, components and
supplies. DHI has developed these, and the University of Deusto (Basque stakeholder performing
the In Situ Visit to DHI), an actve agent within the Basque RIS3, develops also programmes and
devices for the rehabilitaton medicine, as a focus area in the Basque RIS3 Bioscience-health area.
2. oo oould you involve the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
Benchmarking and showing success stories would help to involve Relevant Regional Departments
3. oo oould you organize the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
Basque universites are actve agents in the RIS3, and take part on the regional Science, Technology
and Innovaton Board, working as catalyst instrument and system coordinator, strategic orientaton,
advice and promoton and supervision of the implantaton of the Science, Technology and
Innovaton Plan
4.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you oould manage to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
Local, Regional, Natonal and European, though Operatonal Programs
5.Describe the barriers to the implementaton of the program you could encounter and hoo you
oould dealt oith it
It could be seen as a mechanism of the Public Innovaton Procurement Ofce. Developing and
bringing together new products to the “free” market (no only to the Regional Public Healthcare
Service) would help no to be seen just as a Public Innovaton Procurement tool.
6.Benefts you could obtain and lessons learned
Working together with the universites -Living Labs- as DHI does with de Glasgow School of Arts,
would help to develop more refned services and tools and get win-win

Policy analysis (by Learner)
Name of the organizaton
CAL (City of Almere)
1.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen the good practce analyzed and your RIS3
Good match, The Dutch RIS 3 matches the goals of the DHI, i.e. Creaton of innovatve solutons for
health and care led problems. More specifcally, digital innovatve solutons.
2. oo oould you involve the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
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approved and launched?
Our interest in the DHI stems from our own experiences, launching the Health Factory (GWIA).
Therefor we have already launched a DHI equivalent, with the support of our relevant, regional
department. Out interest is in the exchange of experiences.
3. oo oould you organize the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
We organize our local stakeholders via networking actvites, events, involvement in projects
4.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you oould manage to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
We have acquired regional funds for initatng our infrastructure and facilites.
5.Describe the barriers to the implementaton of the program you could encounter and hoo you
oould dealt oith it
N/A
6.Benefts you could obtain and lessons learned
We have been able to take from the DHI Business model, Business partners/stakeholders,
Organizaton model (demand led) and communicaton model.

VI. Scotsh Health Innovations Ltd (SHIL)
Policy analysis (by Mentor)
Name of the organizaton in charge
Scotsh Health Innovatons Ltd
Summary of the good practce
Formed in 2002, SHIL is a private company registered in Scotland (SC236303) and limited by guarantee with three shareholders – Scotsh Minister's through the the Chief Scientst Ofce, NHS Tayside and the Golden Jubilee Natonal Hospital.
The multdisciplinary team use specialised knowledge to help bring new ideas and innovatons from
healthcare professionals to life. They provide expert services including intellectual property advice
and protecton, project management, idea incubaton, funding advice, development and commercialisaton, and post-commercialisaton monitoring.
They support collaboraton across the Scotsh healthcare innovaton ecosystem and work to ensure
NHS Scotland provides the right environment to support innovaton with an empowered workforce
contnually driving improvements in the quality and value of patent care.
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1.Describe ohich are the Key Performance indicators you have set, against ohich you assess the
performance of the program.
- They harness the talents of all NHS Scotland staf to drive innovaton
- From IP to project management, idea incubaton to commercialisaton we take each project
from beginning to end
- We need to collaborate across NHS, academia and industry.
We need to support business with advice, guidance and inspiraton.
2. oo much did the implementaton of the program tase?
10 years
3.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen your good practce and your RIS3
No relatonship
4. oo have you involved the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
Formed in 2002, SHIL is a private company registered in Scotland (SC236303) and limited by guarantee with three shareholders – Scotsh Minister's through the the Chief Scientst Ofce, NHS Tayside and the Golden Jubilee Natonal Hospital.
5. oo have you organized the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
SHIL encourages ideas and innovatons from healthcare professionals then uses well-established
processes and extensive experience to assess, protect, develop and commercialise – working collaboratvely each step of the way
Translatng innovatve products from original idea to widespread adopton requires a range of skills,
many of which are not readily available within each individual health board. Skills such as assessing
ideas, product development and prototypes, protectng intellectual property, raising fnance, building a business, sales and marketng. SHIL adds value to NHS Scotland as a dedicated, team working
with healthcare professionals across the country to accelerate the development of ideas and projects to improve patent care.
SHIL ofers a systematc innovaton pathway and as the only organisaton set up to work alongside
NHS Scotland on commercialisaton actvity we provide confdence and reassurance to our health
workforce, working to drive a culture of innovaton across NHS Scotland.
6.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you have managed to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
Formed in 2002, SHIL is a private company registered in Scotland (SC236303) and limited by guarantee with three shareholders – Scotsh Minister's through the the Chief Scientst Ofce, NHS Taysi42

de and the Golden Jubilee Natonal Hospital.

Policy analysis (by Learner)
Name of the organizaton
HEALTHY SAXONY e.V.
1.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen the good practce analyzed and your RIS3
No relatonship
2. oo oould you involve the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
 there is no equivalent in Saxony, thus the good practce would have to be presented to
several ministries within the Saxon government (Social Afairs, Economy and Labor, State
Chancellery)
3. oo oould you organize the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
 Existng botom-up structures like HEALTHY SAXONY, comprising the major stakeholders in
the region, provide the ideal platorm for organizing involvement
 Projects and innovatons of the stakeholders could be more promoted and thus more
proftable
4.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you oould manage to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
 Funding schemes might include the regional ERDF schemes managed by the Saxon State
Ministry of Social Afairs, in additon to regional funding schemes
5.Describe the barriers to the implementaton of the program you could encounter and hoo you
oould dealt oith it
Difculty for new innovatons in Saxon health sector because of the structural diferences
Operatonal funding uncertain
6.Benefts you could obtain and lessons learned
 It helps health professionals to promote their innovatve ideas.
 It raises awareness and provides support for protectng intellectual property rights.

Policy analysis (by Learner)
Name of the organizaton
Lower Silesia
1.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen the good practce analyzed and your RIS3
Scotsh Health Innovatons Ltd is a private company registered in Scotland where multdisciplinary
team use specialised knowledge to help bring new ideas and innovatons from healthcare
professionals to life. It could be useful to enhance innovaton and entrepreneurship across
economic sectors, create jobs and grow the economy. Lower Silesian regional research and
innovaton strategies for smart specializaton (RIS3), are based on similar integraton.
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2. oo oould you involve the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
By networking
3. oo oould you organize the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
Involvement of local stakeholders to defne the challenges will be done within a platorm for
Clusters integraton.
4.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you oould manage to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
Local, Regional, Natonal, European and Internatonal funds could be useful
5.Describe the barriers to the implementaton of the program you could encounter and hoo you
oould dealt oith it
The main barrier in the implementaton of the program will be the fnancing and cofnancing of the
implementng of best practces under the Public-Private Partnership. This is due to the lack of
willingness on the part of public insttutons.
6.Benefts you could obtain and lessons learned
To bring new ideas and innovatons from healthcare professionals to life there are necessary beter
skills and organizatonal models for IP management

Policy analysis (by Learner)
Name of the organizaton
BOIEF (University of Deusto)
1.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen the good practce analyzed and your RIS3
IP protecton and commercializaton is a transversal issue that impacts on several aspects in the
RIS3; universites, companies and the health sector partcipatng in the RIS3 can gain experience
through In Situ Visits and benchmarking. Especially interestng for Innovatve Public Procurement,
as strategic initatve in the Biosciences-Health area of the Basque RIS3
2. oo oould you involve the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
Through benchmarking process
3. oo oould you organize the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
The stakeholders are aware of the difcultes and importance that IP management has, so that
sharing successful experiences and difcultes could align them to defne the challenges to be faced
4.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you oould manage to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
Local, Regional, Natonal, European and Internatonal and through IPR Helpdesks etc.
5.Describe the barriers to the implementaton of the program you could encounter and hoo you
oould dealt oith it
-Complex internal regulatons should be managed
-Demonstratng successful cases and organizatonal examples
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6.Benefts you could obtain and lessons learned
Beter skills and organizatonal models for IP management, and a beter way to beneft from
internal abilites

VII. Reseaoch and Development in Scotsh Univeosities: DALLAS
Policy analysis (by Mentor)
Name of the organizaton in charge
University of Strathclyde
Summary of the good practce
There are currently 19 Higher Educaton Insttutons in Scotland, including 15 Universites. Scotland
has more world-class universites per head of populaton than any other country in the world except Luxembourg. The University sector is estmated to be worth an estmated £7.2 billion to the
economy. University of Strathclyde has the largest Pharmaceutcal school in Scotland has now has
one of the largest Digital Health Research groups in the UK. The specifc programme run by the Digital Health Research team at the University of Strathclyde is called Delivering Assisted Living at
Scale (Dallas). The aim of Dallas was to demonstrate how technologies and innovatve services delivered at scale can be used:
- For preventatve care
- To promote well being
- To empower people to improve lifestyles
- To provide new means of delivering care
- To unlock new markets in social innovaton, service innovaton and wellness.
1.Describe ohich are the Key Performance indicators you have set, against ohich you assess the
performance of the program.
- The programme had 4 subprojects which each had to be deployed at scale by the ned of the
project:
1. I-Focus
2. Living it up (led by NHS24)
3. More independent (led by Liverpool Care Commissioning Group)
4. Year Zero (led by Illumina Digital Ltd)
2. oo much did the implementaton of the program tase?
3 years
3.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen your good practce and your RIS3
No relatonship
4. oo have you involved the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
The Project involved a concorta of partners across the UK: I-Focus; NHS24; Liverpool Care
Commissioning Group and Illumina Digital Ltd; University of Strathclyde; Natonal insttute for
health research, Scotsh Government and Highlands and Islands Enterprise.
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5. oo have you organized the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
£37m UK-wide programme (May 2012 - May 2015). It had £25 million of funding: Technology
Strategy Board, Natonal Insttute for Health Research, Scotsh Government, Highlands and Islands
Enterprise and Scotsh Enterprise. Consorta have also contributed with own fnancial contributons. £37m UK-wide programme (May 2012 - May 2015). It had £25 million of funding: Technology
Strategy Board, Natonal Insttute for Health Research, Scotsh Government, Highlands and Islands
Enterprise and Scotsh Enterprise. Consorta have also contributed with own fnancial contributons. These organizatons have all been involved in this project demonstratng cross-collaboraton
between health sector partners and business partners.
6.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you have managed to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
£37m UK-wide programme (May 2012 - May 2015). It had £25 million of funding: Technology
Strategy Board, Natonal Insttute for Health Research, Scotsh Government, Highlands and Islands
Enterprise and Scotsh Enterprise. Consorta have also contributed with own fnancial contributons.

Policy analysis (by Learner)
Name of the organizaton
HEALTHY SAXONY e.V.
1.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen the good practce analyzed and your RIS3
No relatonship
2. oo oould you involve the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
there is no equivalent in Saxony, thus the good practce would have to be presented to several
ministries within the Saxon government (Social Afairs, Economy and Labor, State Chancellery)
3. oo oould you organize the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
 Existng botom-up structures like HEALTHY SAXONY, comprising the major stakeholders in
the region, provide the ideal platorm for organizing involvement
 Projects and innovatons of the stakeholders could be more promoted and thus more
proftable
4.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you oould manage to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
 Funding schemes might include the regional ERDF schemes managed by the Saxon State
Ministry of Social Afairs, in additon to regional funding schemes
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5.Describe the barriers to the implementaton of the program you could encounter and hoo you
oould dealt oith it
- Difculty for new innovatons in Saxon health sector because of the structural diferences
- Operatonal funding uncertain
6.Benefts you could obtain and lessons learned
 It helps health professionals to promote their innovatve ideas.
 It raises awareness and provides support for protectng intellectual property rights.

Policy analysis (by Learner)
Name of the organizaton
Lower Silesia
1.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen the good practce analyzed and your RIS3
The main goal of the Strategy is "Modern economy and high quality of life in an atractve
environment" implemented under eight specifc objectves. Regional research and innovaton
strategies for smart specializaton (RIS3), are based on integraton, locally defned economic
transformaton programs that meet several important criteria to encourage technological and
practcal innovaton, stmulate private sector investment It seems will be helpful DALLAS platorm
for Research and Development in Scotsh Universites. It is suitable to demonstrate how
technologies and innovatve services delivered at scale can be used.
2. oo oould you involve the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
Health Department of Marshal Ofce is a parter of TITTAN project. I has a strong relatons with 25
regional health care units (not only Hospitals) as well as with municipalites. It is responsible in
Health Policy including this one according to the elderly people. There is created Geriatric
Competence Center – the frst one of fve in future to promote innovatons in Healthy Ageing
3. oo oould you organize the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
To organize local stakeholders we are creatng the Geriatric Competence Center which will manage
all actvites to support actve and healthy ageing. It will be the body containing :
GeriNet – Learning and networking. It will be a platorm for Clusters integraton.
Living Lab – the place of exchange the innovaton ideas within cooperatng regions.
Telemonitoring. Telerehabilitaton Center – place for implementaton of innovatve care systems.
4.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you oould manage to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
Funds will be mainly based on regional ERDF sources managed by the LSV Marshal Ofce.,
Additonally to regional funding there are some European projects such as the AAL Programme,
Erasmus+, INTERREGs and H2020.
5.Describe the barriers to the implementaton of the program you could encounter and hoo you
oould dealt oith it
The main barrier in the implementaton of the program will be the fnancing and cofnancing of the
implementng of best practces under the Public-Private Partnership. This is due to the lack of
willingness on the part of public insttutons. The region does not have enough resources for the
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infrastructure needed to implement them. In this situaton, the only possible way is to obtain EU
funds under the Structural Funds and other EU Funds. When we will need scientfc research, we
will apply for a grant from the Natonal Center for Research and Development. This acton has
already been taken to implement telemonitoring of patents with chronic diseases as a contnuaton
of the CareWell project.. This will include a 1000 patents.
6.Benefts you could obtain and lessons learned
Implemented Innovaton Platorms will be supportng our working processes - It will help health
professionals to promote their innovatve ideas.

Policy analysis (by Learner)
Name of the organizaton
BIOEF (University of Deusto)
1.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen the good practce analyzed and your RIS3
Yes, Basque universites are members of the Basque Science, Technology and Innovaton Council
and Advisory Group, supportng the RIS3
2. oo oould you involve the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
Some European project developing and funding programmes include the involvement of Regional
Departments, such as Provincial Governments (i.e. AAL Programme), and there are examples of
collaboraton between Regional Departments (such as Social Areas of the Provincial Governments
etc.) with the Universites.
3. oo oould you organize the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
Basque universites and the Public Basque Health Service work together in the regional bioscience
ecosystem, and collaborate developing similar programs to the “Dallas” service-led consorta (i.e.
Living It Up – School of Health).
4.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you oould manage to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
Funds might include regional ERDF schemes managed by the Basque Regional Government,
additonal regional or provincial funding schemes, and European projects such as the AAL
Programme, Erasmus+, CHAFEA, H2020 etc.
5.Describe the barriers to the implementaton of the program you could encounter and hoo you
oould dealt oith it
IPR protecton and informaton governance could be barriers for its implementaton. Tight
collaboraton between the partes in this regard would be benefcial.
6.Benefts you could obtain and lessons learned
It helps health professionals to promote innovatve ideas
Raises awareness and provides support for protectng IPR
Helps the Basque regional bioscience ecosystem to develop and implement new products and
services, and beneft from them
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VIII. M4FUTURE_compoehensive coopooate innovation model
Policy analysis (by Mentor)
Name of the organizaton in charge
MONDRAGON Corporaton (Business Group)
Summary of the good practce
MONDRAGON is one of the largest Spanish business group. Its business model is based on
cooperaton, a commitment to contnuous innovaton and a highly compettve product range, and
it has made them the leading internatonal company they are today.
MONDRAGON is commited to innovaton, cooperaton and development. Its work generates new
business actvity, knowledge and trained staf through a comprehensive corporate innovaton
model called M4FUTURE (htp://innovatve-thinking.mondragon-corporaton.com/en/index). The
model encompasses somehow the accumulated knowledge and experience in the development of
MONDRAGON Experience from the ofcial opening of the frst cooperatve in 1956, through to the
present
day
(htp://www.mondragon-corporaton.com/wpcontent/themes/mondragon/docs/History-MONDRAGON-1956-2014.pdf).
This cooperatve business model encourages partcipaton and relatonships between the agents
involved in diferent areas, applying the three sides of the triangle of knowledge: Business,
Research & Technology, and Higher Educaton.
 Business internal agents
 Research & Technology internal agents
 Higher Educaton internal agents
 Support agents
 External agents

1.Describe ohich are the Key Performance indicators you have set, against ohich you assess the
performance of the program.
Some evidences assessing the performance of the programme are:
- 80 M€ in New Business Sales (2015)
- 199 new employees related to New Businesses (2015)
- 451 current patent families in 2015.
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- Between 2012-2015: 16 Start-Ups launched
2. oo much did the implementaton of the program tase?
The implementaton took 5 years and is ongoing.
The innovaton strategy is renewed every 4 years. Current period will end in 2019. Ongoing period is
the 4th editon Innovaton dynamics arise since the origins of the corporaton, and since 2002 they
have been developed in a structured way.
Every period is developed within a 4 year tme-frame, and the initatve is carried out in the
Corporatve Science and Technology Plan framework.
3.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen your good practce and your RIS3
The implementaton of this good practce has had a social impact regarding employment and job
creaton related to the Basque Country Smart Specialiaton within the Biosciences/Health area,
among others. MONDRAGON’s strategic actvites in the area of HEALTHCARE, AGEING AND
WELLBEING have a common denominator: people, their safety and wellbeing, along with improved
quality of life. In an era that needs to cope with an ageing populaton, there is a lot to do to
promote wellbeing. MONDRAGON develops and supplies innovatve medical, socio-medical and
nutritonal solutons and services. For instance, two businesses developed recently within the
health sector are:




KIRO Robotcs (htp://www.kiro-robotcs.com/): a technology company that specializes in
the automaton of equipment for the hospital sector. It concentrates on developing
solutons to automate and control key points of hospital processes, and hospital pharmacy
processes in partcular, improving the safety of patents and health professionals alike, and
delivering increased efciency. It currently has some of the world’s most advanced
technology in the hospital pharmacy sector: the KIRO Oncology System.
FAGOR Healthcare (htp://www.fagorhealthcare.com/en/index/): ofers an innovatve
soluton for medicaton preparaton of blister packs (service known as MDS - Monitored
Dosage System). The product, Medical Dispenser, makes preparaton in pharmacies safer,
minimizing errors and following established protocols. The stakeholders that beneft from
this service are: patents, pharmacists, doctors, local authorites and ultmately health
system.

Moreover, all areas have the commitment to develop their actvites around the same common
denominators, providing, for instance, solutons to help people enjoy a more comfortable, safer
daily life in their home, or transforming and creatng spaces and infrastructures integratng the
most advanced equipment and solutons.
4. oo have you involved the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
The innovaton model M4FUTURE is a comprehensive corporate system for innovaton, promoton
and knowledge that consistently updates business models and promotes new actvites in future
sectors. This process management model was developed to optmise work methods and encourage
collaboraton between agents, researchers and companies, making possible building new
businesses among other actvites. The Governance of M4FUTURE is comprised of:
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Steering and Empowerment Cycle (SEC): the Steering and Empowerment Cycle aims to focus,
guide and train all agents in the system to achieve the optmum performance of initatves
undertaken in the feld of innovaton.
Innovaton Cycle (IC): the Innovaton Cycle focuses on developing complete, interdivisional
projects in strategic sectors to promote innovatve proposals that are successful in the
market.
Innovaton Support Cycle (ISC): the Innovaton Support Cycle aims to provide a set of support
mechanisms for the Model, both methodological and economic, to facilitate the
development of the SEC and IC in a systematc and contnuous way.

The development of new content contnued within the framework of the M4FUTURE Corporate
Innovaton Model is focused on the following areas: open innovaton, talent management, strategy
and culture of innovaton, criteria and tools for diversifcaton, entrepreneurship, portolio
management of R&D&I projects, creatvity in the processes of innovaton and industrial property. In
line with the eforts to meet market needs and customer demands at all tmes, seven strategic
areas have been identfed for the future, and MONDRAGON is already working on them:
 Automotve sector
 Capital goods and Manufacturing
 Energy, Sustainability and Smart Cites
 Home Solutons
 Infrastructure, Constructon and Rehabilitaton
 Healthcare, Ageing and Wellbeing
 Human Capital Development

5. oo have you organized the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
This cooperatve business model encourages partcipaton and relatonships between the agents
involved in diferent areas, applying the three sides of the triangle of knowledge: Business,
Research & Technology, and Higher Educaton.
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Business internal agents: MONDRAGON incorporates within its organisaton cooperatves
and companies with a presence in the industrial, fnancial and distributon sectors, with
commercial and producton ofces around the world.
Research & Technology internal agents : in additon to the resources invested by these
cooperatves in technological development, MONDRAGON also has a network of business
R&D units and technology centres that focus on research in felds that are strategic to the
business sector.
Higher Educaton internal agents: MONDRAGON has its own university and a Management
and Corporate Development Centre. Both are characterised by the formal and contnuous
training they ofer, which is always adapted to companies and insttutons within an
internatonal context. Furthermore, the university carries out important research and
disseminaton actvity. In order to highlight some of the specifc actvites that impact on
entrepreneurial actvites and health sector, the university has a Bachelor's Degree in
Entrepreneurial
Leadership
and
Innovaton
(htp://www.mondragon.edu/en/studies/bachelor-degree/bachelors-degree-inentrepreneurial-leadership-and-innovaton/) and a Bachelor's Degree in Biomedical
Engineering (htp://www.mondragon.edu/en/studies/bachelor-degree/bachelor-degree-inbiomedical-engineering/).
Support agents: based on a collaboratve innovaton model, MONDRAGON has a structure of
corporate support agents who work together to create a critcal research mass and to
leverage fnancial resources and infrastructures that will boost collaboraton between
research centres, the university and companies.
External agents: through surveillance and collaboraton with complementary organizatons
and enttes the Corporaton obtains knowledge and resources needed to develop corporate
strategic areas. To perform the actvites outlined above, MONDRAGON has a technological
monitoring and compettve intelligence acton plan that includes the partcipaton and
involvement of customers and suppliers, and that provides them with relevant informaton
about the environment and current trends. This helps MONDRAGON to identfy areas of
strategic interest that can be used to launch value added projects in collaboraton with their
own network of external agents (companies, research centres and universites).
Furthermore, MONDRAGON also collaborates with Public Insttutons, Investors and
Regulatng Bodies to obtain the resources necessary to develop its Innovaton Strategy.

6.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you have managed to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
The total mobilised funding amounts to 590.000 € for a period of 4 years (100.000 € for 2013,
100.000 € for 2014, 100.000 € for 2015, 170.000 € for 2016, and 120.000 € of direct staf costs for
this period).
Funding has come from:
- Basque Government (Regional Government)
- Provincial Councils
- Industrial Technological Development Center (CDTI)
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- Ministry of Economy, Industry and Compettveness
- H2020
- Eureka Programme
- Corporatve funds
20% of the allocaton was public funding, whereas 80% was private.

Policy analysis (by Learner)
Name of the organizaton
CAL (City of Almere)
1.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen the good practce analyzed and your RIS3
M4Future matches very well with our RIS. It is a system to promote innovaton and bring it to
market fast, including cross overs (ICT/Health, Design/Health etc.) and valorizaton.
2. oo oould you involve the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
We have set up our own regional innovaton center. We are interested in adoring (parts of) the
M4Future innovaton model and introduce it in our own process of innovaton. Specifc interest
regarding the Fund for tech start-ups and the formaton of a cooperaton. Obviously, this will
require further investgaton and deliberaton with our SE-stakeholders.
3. oo oould you organize the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
The City itself will not initate the realizaton of a cooperaton, for it is a public body. However, the
informaton, will be conveyed via the Health Factory to the relevant stakeholders. It will probably
require initatve on a natonal level and not a regional one in the Netherlands to provide the
opportunity for a success full initatve.
4.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you oould manage to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
Also the realizaton of a fund for tech start-ups requires a natonal level in the NL. Various similar
funds for tech start-ups have been initated in the NL.
5.Describe the barriers to the implementaton of the program you could encounter and hoo you
oould dealt oith it
This is not a responsibility of local government in the NL. The M4Future model has been a great
inspiraton for the Health Factory and will be applied in the further development of HF actvites.
6.Benefts you could obtain and lessons learned
Elements of the M4Future model will be introduced to strengthen our working processes.

Policy analysis (by Learner)
Name of the organizaton
Lower Silesia
1.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen the good practce analyzed and your RIS3
The main goal of the Strategy is "Modern economy and high quality of life in an atractve
environment" implemented under eight specifc objectves. Regional research and innovaton
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strategies for smart specializaton (RIS3), are based on integraton, locally defned economic
transformaton programs that meet several important criteria to use the strengths and compettve
advantages of the region and its potental to achieve excellence of the best practce, MONDRAGON
is one of the largest Spanish business group.. their comprehensive and corporate BP is M4FUTURE.
It leads to the full involvement of stakeholders, encourage innovaton and experimentaton and
innovaton model;
2. oo oould you involve the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
Involvement of the Relevant Regional Departments can be done by Health Department of Marshal
Ofce in cooperaton with 25 regional health care units (not only Hospitals) as well as with
municipalites.
3. oo oould you organize the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
To organize local stakeholders we are creatng the Geriatric Competence Center– place for
implementaton of innovatve care systems. which will manage all actvites to support actve and
healthy ageing.
4.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you oould manage to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
Funds will be mainly based on regional ERDF sources managed by the LSV Marshal Ofce., and
additonally to regional funding, some European projects
5.Describe the barriers to the implementaton of the program you could encounter and hoo you
oould dealt oith it
The region does not have enough resources for the infrastructure needed to implement them. In
this situaton, the only possible way is to obtain EU funds under the Structural Funds and other EU
Funds, but onlu few programmes are covering such need.
6.Benefts you could obtain and lessons learned
It will be supportng our working processes - It will help health professionals to promote their
innovatve ideas.

IX. Health and Wellbeing Innovation Centoe Almeoe (GWIA) aka as the Health Factooy
(GezondheidFaboiek)
Policy analysis (by Mentor)
Name of the organizaton in charge
GWIA/City of Almere
Summary of the good practce
GWIA, frst established in 2014, kicked of seriously in 2015. GWIA aims to contribute to a
healthy and social society by stmulatng and facilitatng collaboraton and innovaton
projects, bringing together health and care providers, citzens, entrepreneurs, researchers,
and government. Only by really working together can we tackle today’s complex challenges in
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the area of health, wellbeing and living. Challenges concern e.g. the connecton between
science and industry, regulatons and standards, ethical, security and privacy issues, complex
fnancing structure and viable business models, and the role of government in innovaton.
Apart from promotng collaboratoin, GWIA’s hallmarks are: person-centric, demand-driven
and open innovaton.
GWIA is a not-for-proft, open work and learning environment at the interface of
technological innovaton, big data value creaton and social innovaton. Projects are screened
on the sharing of IP, use of open source, privacy conditons and the structure of collaboraton.
It brings its mission into practce in four actvity areas: Network, Lab, Research and Talent.
GWIA has an (inter)natonal scope, and its partner network is not regional, limited to the
Province of Flevoland or Amsterdam Metropolitan Area. It currently (2016) has a pipeline of
ca. 25 projects, varying from European to local, from product to service to system/ process
innovatons, involving children, disabled persons and older adults, including the innovaton of
vocatonal training of future health and care professionals (introducing 21st centruy skills).
GWIA itself has no budget to dedicate to projects; project partners together contribute the
necessary (fnancial) funds. In this respect, companies are typically asked to invest in projects,
with the project subsidy being used for validataton purposes involving health and care
providers and knowledge insttutes.
GWIA ofeers partners:
(Free) Access to knowledge, network, partners, research and best practces
Access to R&D facilites, ofce space and living lab opportunites to co-create and test
Matchmaking in Public Private Partnerships – NL & beyond
Project development and funding support
Project management
GWIA’s business case is built on: sponsorship, rentng of R&D lab and ofce space, project
fees and consultng services. GWIA will be renamed GezondheidFabriek (HealthFactory) in
2017, emphasizing its comprehensive ofer to consorta, which includes lab facilites (from
hardware to sofware, 3D printers to electric soldering irons, as well as a ‘Collaboratorium’,
supportng big data analytcs) to physically work together on innovaton.
1.Describe ohich are the Key Performance indicators you have set, against ohich you assess
the performance of the program.
The actvites of the Health Factory are driven by the need for collaboraton to tackle societal
challenges, not so much by regional economic agendas. Each innovaton project has its own
goal(s) in line with the mission and conditons of the Health Factory for projects:
At the level of the Health Factory the annual number of granted projects and the number of –
new- partners in projects are counted. The number of events and the number of atendees,
social media performance say something about the visisbility of the Factory and involvement
of partners. In tme we will also calculate the ‘multplier’, comparing the Health Factory’s core
funding with the funding successfully secured via innovaton projects and researrch
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assignments. As not for proft organisaton the projects granted need to at least cover the
running cost of the operaton.
2. oo much did the implementaton of the program tase?
The implementaton of the program took about 5 years in total, preparaton and realisaton.
We are now in the consolidaton phase, so the challenge is nog over yet. It took about €3.2
mln to realize the Health Factory into full operaton.
3.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen your good practce and your RIS3
ERDF ‘Kansen voor West 2014-2020 Operatonal Programme’.
The main features of this policy instrument, relatng to TITTAN, are the use of the ERDF funds
to stmulate Innovaton.
Priority axis 1: Strengthening research, technological development and innovaton.
Specifc Objectve 1: Valorisaton: increasing the share of - primarily internatonally
marketable - innovatve products and services in overall enterprise turnover.
The primary objectve is to have the knowledge available in the Western Netherlands to
accrue economic value. This impulse is a necessity for maintaining the region's
compettveness.
The desired end result is an increased number of marketable products and services. The result
is to be achieved through the cooperaton of SMEs with each other and with knowledge
insttutons. The development and use of test beds, living labs and demonstraton sites
creates a connecton between demand (end user) and supply (enterprises and knowledge
insttutons).
On the basis of the RIS3, emphasis is primarily placed on SMEs within the natonally
designated top sectors, including –relevant to TITTAN- Life sciences & Health, ICT, High tech
materials and systems, and Creatve Industry.
The focus within this investment priority is concentrated on cross-overs. Special atenton is
given to innovatons contributng to tackling the major societal challenges identfed by the
EC. The scope of this target encompasses almost the entre innovaton chain, from applied
research aimed at valorisaton at the very start to supportng market introducton at the end,
and including process innovaton.
The RIS3 identfes valorisaton as a horizontal theme that is important to all Dutch top
sectors, including Life Sciences & Health and ICT. The emphasis is on public-private
collaboraton through innovaton projects. Valorisaton is to be encouraged by having
entrepreneurs respond to societal needs that relate to the major societal challenges.
Knowledge insttutes, industry and healthcare providers need to collaborate beter and the
innovaton system of the Randstad region needs to be strengthened.
Areas within Life sciences & Health mentoned for further joint positoning are: Imaging
infrastructure, Healthy ageing, Personalized medicine, Cohorts, Preventon, and West
Netherlands as living lab/ feld lab for testng innovatons.
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4. oo have you involved the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
The Health Factory was launched as a cooperaton between a group of SME’s and the City of
Almere. Its launch was funded by private businesses and regional subsidies. The city has cofnanced in kind and in cash. For both the regional and the local funding, decisions of
approving and funding the Health Factory project were made by the council (Provinciale
Staten, Provincie Flevoland) and the City Board.
5. oo have you organized the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
The health Factory is involved by the City of Almere as an instrument to organise local and
regional (and sometmes natonal) stakeholders that are actve in the feld of eHealth,
innovaton and related subjects. Due to the close relatonship between the City of Almere,
GWIA and the Amsterdam Economic Board, the City of Almere has easy access to both
stakeholders (quadruple helix) per thematc area as well as relevant knowledge and expertse.
Innovatve companies located in Almere are e.g. Cinnovate, Brevidius, ZorgBel, Patent1,
Dezzel, and MediWebs/Inforium. Collaboratve health and (informal) care providers including
their end users or customers are Zorggroep Almere, Woonzorg Flevoland, Zorgfx, Splendid
Care, Reedewaard, HierTV foundaton/Senior Live, De Schoor, VMCA. Knowledge/educatonal
insttutes are ROC Flevoland, ROC Amsterdam, Hogeschool Windesheim, Ben Sajet Center,
AHTI.
6.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you have managed
to allocate fnancial resources on this program
Funding has been allocated from a regional fund by the name of Investment Fund Flevoland –
Almere and from the City budget for the Social Domain. This was an investment aimed at the
realizaton of the Health Factory facilites. Structural funding of the Health Factory will be
organised through partcipaton in projects, through delivery of services and facilites, and
through rentng ofce space to companies and project teams.

Policy analysis (by Learner)
Name of the organizaton
Galician Health Knowledge Agency (ACIS); Galician Health Regional Service (Servizo Galego de
Saúde); Health Research Insttute of Santago (IDIS)
1.Describe the relatonship (if any) betoeen the good practce analyzed and your RIS3
One priority proposed in the framework of Smart Specialisaton Strategy of Galicia (RIS3) is 'Galicia
as the leading region in Southern Europe in the implementaton of new technologies in the feld of
actve ageing and healthy living and the promoton of personal autonomy'. This is fully reflected in
the CHALLENGE 3. New healthy lifestyle model based on actve ageing of populaton.
Galicia shows a higher trend towards ageing populaton than other Spanish and European regions,
as well as negatve demographic growth. People above 65 years of age account for 23% of the total
Galician populaton, i.e. 615,000 people according to data published by the Spanish Statstcal Ofce
(INE) in 2012, in a context in which this trend is expected to contnue increasing in the coming
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years.
At the same tme, the Galician public administraton, through the Galician Health Regional Service,
has made signifcant eforts to identfy the existng technological capacites that may allow for the
development of new technologies geared towards ofering public services of increased quality in
the area of health and social services. As a result of this process, the Innovaton Health Platorm
was launched by the Galician Health Regional Service in 2011.
2. oo oould you involve the Relevant Regional Departments (DGs, etc) to get the program
approved and launched?
With the purpose of getng support for the project, it will be necessary to elaborate and defne a
strategic Acton Plan regarding many topics such as criteria for selectng projects, governance
structure, transfer technology (defne whose is the intellectual property) and building
collaboratons with diferent Regional Departments (i.e. Legal Advice Department, etc.).
The Galician Ministry for Health is elaboratng this Acton Plan which is called “Plan Galicia Innova
2020”, and it would be launch this year. It includes the Living Lab as a goal to achieve in the next
years. Moreover, the Galician Innovaton Agency (GAIN) is supportng this initatve due to the
importance of introducing the industry in the health sector.
The project management structure could be developed on three levels, from top to botom: 1)
Galician Health Regional Service - defne strategic lines and promote infrastructure and resources.
2) ACIS - as a nucleatng agent of the ecosystem to promote an ecosystem of knowledge and
innovaton in health in Galicia (ACIS acts as a channel of communicaton between the Hospital
Management and the Galician Health Regional Service, and it also supports the Hospital
Management). 3) The Ourense University Hospital Management itself as coordinator of resources
needed and control the progression of the ongoing projects.
3. oo oould you organize the local staseholders involvement to defne the challenges the
program tacsle?
ACIS and key stakeholders such as the Galician Health Regional Service (Servizo Galego de Saúde)
and Health Research Insttutes have been interested in learning more about good practces in line
with inside-out innovaton. To this end, ACIS together with its stakeholders (i.e. Galician Health
Regional Service and the Health Research Insttute of Santago - IDIS) have visited Almere in the
Netherlands to deep in knowledge about the good practce “HealthFactory”.
The Galician Health Regional Service is currently developing a living lab at the Ourense University
Hospital Complex (CHUO) in Ourense, Galicia. It emerges as a way for the creaton and
implementaton of innovatve projects in an environment in which multple agents such as Public
Authorites, care professionals, patents, science and educaton and industry interactng in order to
meet the needs of the Galician Healthcare System. The current number of the populaton over 65 is
already 23% in Galicia, and concretely 30% in the province of Ourense.
This initatve would also involve other relevant stakeholders such as the Galician Health Cluster,
patent associatons, companies and entrepreneurs that would be welcome to partcipate in this
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initatve of co-creaton spaces bringing their innovatve projects.
4.Describe in ohich oay and from ohich funds (ERDF, Natonal, other) you oould manage to
allocate fnancial resources on this program
The living lab facilites have been built within the framework of Hospital 2050 (H2050), a health
innovaton plan focused on the development of technologies, through a PPI process and cofnanced with ERDF funds. It ended in 2015 with the result of 9 projects carried out. The Health
Regional Service aims to capitalise the facilites to create an environment for co-creaton and
experimentaton with the actve partcipaton of users and industry.
Besides the inital funding within the framework of Hospital 2050, the structural funding to
maintain and get beneft from the living lab facilites would be through sponsorship and incomes
through projects as we have learned in Almere.
5.Describe the barriers to the implementaton of the program you could encounter and hoo you
oould dealt oith it
- Not getng funds. It will be solved by intensifying relatonships with companies ofering them to
partcipate. Also, by developing projects to present in more announcements.
- Not getng health professionals involved. It will be solved by involving the Health Area
Management and involving top health researchers and clinicians in the living lab.
- The regulaton that involves testng new technologies in a hospital.
- Confdentality could be a barrier in order to use the metadata to make a research and control the
progress of the projects.
- When a need/idea/project is identfed, a partner in the industry has to develop it, and it is very
difcult to fnd innovatve companies that can develop it.
- It is very difcult to transfer to Galicia the high complexity of quadruple helix model in the area of
health due to there is not much experience in this kind of collaboraton model.
6.Benefts you could obtain and lessons learned
Benefts we could obtain:
- Having a reference methodology.
- Future collaboratons with other Living Labs and the possibility of creatng/joining a network.
Lessons learned:
- Network of stakeholders and users is much more important than the facilites in order to “joint” all
diferent interests.
- Importance of involving local agents and volunteers into the network.
- Importance of collaboraton with diferent stakeholders in the health sector following the model
of the quadruple helix.
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F. Summary of the 2nd Interregional Workshop in Milan (Lombardy)
Partnerost

Date(s)

Nº
Worsshop

Partcipants

Main outputs:

FRRB
(Lombardy)

6/03/17
7/03/17
8/03/17

Workshop
1/2 of TA2

Total: 29

During the days 6, 7 and 8 of March, Milan hosted the second Interregional
Workshop of the project which, under the leadership of Fondazione Regionale
per la Ricerca Biomedica, featured experts from the seven regions to exchange
exchange and benchmark policy experiences about the establishment of
innovaton ecosystems in the health sector, how they may booster the transfer
of technology from research to enterprise in the health sector and how they
may contribute to tackle the actve ageing challenge.

City:
Milan

Gianni D´errico, Roberto de Cani, Carmen
de Francesco, Marina Gerini (FRRB).
Corbeta Silvia, Angelo Gato
Paolo M. (FINLOMBARDA)
De Rosa Natasia, Alessia F.
Gaurav Chadha, (Medora).
Stefano C. (Attoma).
Maria Romano (TELBIOS).
Iker Letamendi (BIOEF).
Olaf Müller, Sophia Mitelstadt, Estefania
Luque ( S).
Laura Rooney, Mat-Mouley Bouamrane
(D I).
Robert Rea (S IL)
Antoni Zwiefa, Robert Adach (LSVMO).
Janusz Wrobel (SSAF).
Sergio Figueiras, Cristna Seren Trasorras,
Sonia Martnez Arca (ACIS).
Maria J. Viqueira (ACIS-Devalar Consult)
[Skype]
Wytse Miedema (CAL)
Sandra Migchielsen ( F)

A total of 12 best practces focused on Open Innovaton, Collaboratve Platorms
and Telemonitoring were discussed during the workshop. Moreover, during the
second of the workshop, the partners had the opportunity to visit the Don
Gnocchi Foundaton, an organisaton of more than 5,500 employees and
consultants. It operates under accreditaton from the Italian Natonal Health
Service in 29 centres. Its actvites cover the healthcare-rehabilitaton feld,
social welfare and social therapeutc services. It also conducts intense scientfc
research and educaton at a variety of levels

G. Summary of the 3rd Interregional Workshop in Almere
Partnerost

Date(s)

Nº
Worsshop

Partcipants

CAL
(Almere)

29/05/17
30/05/17
31/05/17

Workshop
2/2 of TA2

Total: 31

City:
Almere and
Amsterdam

Main outputs:

According to the planning, a new Interregional Workshop (part 2 of INSIDEGianni D´errico, Carmen de Francesco (FRRB) OUT Innovaton) of the TITTAN European project took place in the cites of
Corbeta Silvia, Angelo Gato, Paolo M. Amsterdam and Almere from 29 to 31 May. There were three intense days of
work, with presentatons of good practces from TITTAN Partners, and their
(FINLOMBARDA)
local stakeholders. Besides, there were in situ visits prepared by the host as
Iker Letamendi (BIOEF)
examples of innovatve initatves in both cites, Amsterdam and Almere, as
Sergio Arana (IK4)
well as meetngs for monitoring, coordinatng and planning the TITTAN project
Carmen Pastor (Tecnalia)
agenda next months. On the frst day, together with best practces, some
stakeholders announced their projects: betng on innovaton in the feld of
Olaf Müller, Sophia Mitelstadt, Estefania
nutriton, for a healthy ageing and others were based in cutng edge
Luque ( S)
technology coming from Galicia, the Basque Country and Lower Silesia. Afer
that, all of us partcipated in a in situ visit at the A-Lab Amsterdam: a
Laura Rooney (D I)
coworking space where they mix equally creatvity and technology. The second
Cristna Martn (U. Strathclyde)
day, was chosen for the presentaton of the rest of good practces from Galicia,
Scotland, Saxony and Lower Silesia. Tuesday's work was completed with in situ
Antoni Zwiefa, Jaroslaw Maroszek (LSVMO)
Bartosz Hajncz (K.I. Medycyna)
visits to various innovatve initatves in Almere, such as Health Factory (living
Agnieszka Ciesla (PW)
lab), Big Data Value Center (data Intelligence) or Senior Live (social
Janusz Wrobel (SSAF)
innovaton). The Amsterdam DataLab was the place chosen for the last session
Sara Jozwik (CMB)
of the workshop, to review the progress and the work of the TITTAN project,
as well as to plan in situ visits for the second thematc area during this
Sergio Figueiras, Susana Fernandez Nocelo,
semester and the next events to be celebrated in Scotland and Saxony
Bruno Diaz Doce, Sergio Poza Garcia (ACIS).
(referred to the third line of the project: actve citzenship).
Ana Felgueiras (CLUSAGA).
Maria J. Viqueira (ACIS-Devalar Consult)
[Skype]
J.A.Penalver de Andres, M.S.Pardo de
Seoane, A.Parames Gonzalez, Luis Mandayo,
(CamiñoCODE)
Wytse Miedema (CAL)
Sandra Migchielsen ( F)

